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SUBJECT: Clarification of Two Issues in the Federal Fnergency ,

,

?hnagement Agency's (FE'M) Response to the Perry thiclear
| Power Plant 2.206 Petition
5
| Re purpose of this nenorandtri is to clarify FDM's position regarding two

issues addressed in our response to the Perry Nuclear Power Plant 2.206!

petition on the &nergency Infomation Handbook. Re first issue involves
the receiving schools and evacuation procedures involving school children.
Ee second issue involves the placement of instructional signs in Lake and!

,

Ashtabula Counties.

It is FSM's position that the existing school evacuation planning procedures
involving the receiving schools should be reviewed to consider alternative
planning appn> aches, as outlined in our Febnlary 26, 1988, response to theI

Nuclear Regulatory Comission (ITRC). In our view these approaches should be
considered for incorporation in the next revision of the offsite plans for
Perry. In our February 26, 1988, review we were trying to emphasize that we'

| believe this issue is important enough to warrant having all affected parties,
the State of 110, the local jurisdictions, and the Cleveland Electric Illuni-
nating Company, revisit this issue within the next four months with a goal of
either arriving at a schedule for implementing plan changes or adopting a
position on the issue.

Regarding the placement of energency infomation signs, FDM does not concur
I with the current approach of storing the signs in Dike and Ashtabula Counties

because of the potential for vanda11m. W e difficulty of installing then
at the time of an accident overrides the storage approach. 01r position L

| remains that the signs should be installed within the next four months or
a schedule should be provided for their installation,
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